
Causes of Violence Against Homosexuals 

 

“Everyday, more than one male homosexual is murdered in Brazil” (O Estado de 

São Paulo). The media is finally starting to cover homophobic crimes, maybe because 

nowadays it is hard to deny that a large portion of the public is made up of 

homosexuals, bisexuals and transgenders. Clarification is what is making possible to 

fight homophobia, and now researches are beginning to show the reasons behind 

homophobic crimes. Violence against homosexuals is much related to the courtesy 

stigma, male chauvinism and religious beliefs.  

One reason for the aggression against homosexuals is what specialists call the 

courtesy stigma. Courtesy stigma falls upon anyone who helps, cares, studies, is related 

to, or is seen with homosexual people. The logic behind is that if one treats a 

homosexual cordially, then one is probably one of them. Homophobic people come to 

the point where they feel the (sometimes unconscious) need to show they are not 

homosexuals when facing one, doing this by rudeness and discrimination, often using 

verbal and physical aggression. 

 Along with the courtesy stigma, male chauvinism is also pointed as a reason for 

homophobic violence. Traditionally, males who display feminine behaviors (desire for 

man is included) are seen as weak, inferior and not worthy of their place in the world. 

Some specialist see it as related with the necessities from ages past, where brave and 

strong man were needed in order to fight in the wars and keep the family safe from the 

physical menaces of the world. Obviously, transgenders are the most affected by the 

homophobic consequences of male chauvinism. By the other hand, to antagonize 

homosexuals can be seen as a way to demonstrate masculinity. 

Maybe the worst reasons leading to homophobic deaths are the ones related to 

religious beliefs. Many passages of the bible condemn homosexuality, but there is one 

that specially encourages people (and even countries, like Iran) to kill homosexuals: “If 

a man lies with a male as with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination; 

they shall surely be put to death; their blood is upon them.” (Lev 20:13) Asides from 

homicide, religious beliefs also lead homosexuals to depression and suicide. A young 

homosexual is six times more exposed to suicide risk than a heterosexual one. Recent 

researches show that at least 40% of young homosexual suicides are related to religious 

beliefs (Numbers from religioustolerance.org). 

  



 Each homophobic crime can be pictured individually, but there is no denying 

that the courtesy stigma, male chauvinism or religious beliefs are behind most of them. 

It shows that the reasons for this phenomenon are deeply rooted in our culture. Being 

aware of the reasons behind homophobia allow us to understand how it can be fought 

and avoid this kind of behavior in its many levels.  
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